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June 8, 1982

Aide-memoire for Virginia Grace, today's conversation with a. R. Edwards

Athens. Agora, date of construction of Middle Stoa

Our professional relationship has been very difficult over the years (35?)
because of our differences of opinion on this matter, -i^et us try to
regard it more dispassionately in our old age.

G-RE original report, ca. 1947, to Homer Thompson: survey of pottery in
Middle Stoa Building ^'ill (MSHF);

HAT had suggested that I do this. He suggested that even though
the construction filling was badly disturbed one should bear in
mind that the filling probably had never been disturbed between the
time it was laid down in Hellenistic times and the time the building
was destroyed by the Herulians in 267 A.D. Therefore the Hellenistic
material, of the time of construction, could easily be distinguished
from the material of post-H-erulian times. It was on this basis that
I selected the latest Hellenistic material which seemed relevant and

jfe . 'Vs- suggested a date for the construction of the building. I no longer
/' _ have a copy of this report. Preauraably it is in the files somewhere.

Since I had done this at Homer's request I was much astonished at your
—J attitude in the Mending Room that day ca. 35 years ago. I was very^ (A-, ^ I indignaht. I was not aware at the time of my survey that you had

I worked on the SAH mn+.erinl ' T.Ki aA>.y.Vci>« T ~worked on the SAH material as a' group and was'^certainly unaware of A
your opinton as to the date.

I do not intend to question that the MSBF handles which you include in
the group are of the dates you suggest. I do think their lower date is
not the date of the construction of the Middle Stoa. ^n my opinion the
date of construction is later in the century. /"/ '( "jL_

1. I think that probably the Middle Stoa construction fill is V?
incomplete. I.B. that we may have on'.y about 1/3 to 1/2 of -• 2.
the original fill. This is indicated at the existing west Tru'C"
end of the building where a marker shows the original floor ' / ' r
level at that end, high above the highest existing foundation
blocks. The construction fill would have existed up to tie
floor level but obviously did not at the time of excavation.

2. The construction fill thus being incomplete and very badly
disturbed anyway, in my opinion the best evidence (the pieces
I isolated in my report, however, being indicative)for dating
the time of construction are the two following:

1. The contents of the Weil in the Road West of the
Middle Stoa. Awell obviously put out of use by
construction of the Stoa and s ealed by the road.
The miing included SAH's dated by you in the 60's.
as I recall.
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2. Agora P 23095 (CHP p. 175, n. 31; p. 177, n.38),
early long petal Megarian bowl,
Prior to construction of Middle Stoa. I believe this bowl

was excavated by E. Vanderpool. At any rate it was he
who pointed out its stratigraphical significance for the
date of construction of the Middle Stoa,

I have emphasized in my book that it is highly
probable that there will be a different development
in the pottery produced in different centers. Both
S, Rotroff and CM Edwards have suggested that Athenian
LP bowls may begin later in Attic than in Corinthian,
Properly Rotroff will have to decide on the date of
P 23095. -^erhaps she has already in her book, which
has just now appeared. At any rate in her accountin
Current Anthropology vol. 18, no, 2, June, 1978,
p, 387, she suggested that LP bowls (Xerox) "may first
have been produced in Corinth but were being manufactured i
in Athens by 140 B.C." •'•^er reasons for so late a
date are not given but presumably has to do with the
date of construction of the Stoa of Attalos. To me
P23095 is a very early, if the not the earliest of
LP bcwls,

3. I would have thought myself that the Middle Stoa might have, on
this evidence, been constructed within the decade 160-150, with
the Stoa of Attalos ca, 150. I have perhaps arbitrarily adopted
a date ca. 150 for the beginning of LP bowls in Athens as a median
date within the refen of Attalos II, evidence being provided by
the Stoa of Attalos construetionffill,

4, Strictly speaking, except as an outside scholar, the date of
construction of the Middle Stoa is no longer any of my business,
I do not suppose that the above will necessarily cause you to
change your mind in any way. But I point out these reactions
as ones whihh you should b e prepared to meetj in your final draft
of your article.

Other Hellenistic remarks;

C,M,Edwards' statistics: beginning of mfg, of LP bowls in Corinth

He suggests late 2/4 II B.C.
To me the statistics and percentages indicate only that IP's were
very popular in 146 B.C. I.e., they come from a Mummian fill
(in situ initialC?) or secondary(?) does not matter greatly) in
which the greatest bulk of the material would be closely contemporary
with the destruction. How long it takes for a new style to become
popular is anybody's guess, but I would think not necessarily long.

Corinth: in situ Mummian destruction fills.

None has been identified as such prior to articles by C, WilliaoB
P. Hussell, and C. m, Edwards in Hgsperia L. 1981, Apity that
CME and PR did not (apparently) isolate the naterial theirs.
The fills spoken of by me as Mummian have all been se^^ary, i.e.
reaching their final place of deposit some time aiteiP146, even into
the time of the early Roman colony after 44 B.C.
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I am rather surprised that you did not elect to study the handles from
the Stoa of Attalos construction fill and the levels preceding donstruction.
Surely of all the fillings available to you in the Agora these are by far
the best. I believe you have the complete construction fill (within the
foundations) as well as numerous valuable stratified fills sealed tight
by it (Fill over floor of Square Building; Construction fill of Square
Building etc.). They were well excavated by EVanderpool. The date of
construction is historically attested, ktl, ktl. Why break your head on
such an unsatisfactory filling as the MSBF when these impeccable ones
are available and crying to he made knownPeople would be so grateful,
and think how credible the report would bel

Date of construct ion of S. Stoa. Corinth

Xerox of recent comment by O.K. Williams ^Hpsperia XLIX, 1980, p. 107).
GK'W later visited me and indicated that he thought that the date of

construction should be moved back to the general period which I adophed
in my ^ook. This would restore credibility to my chronology which
was sadly lacking at the time the book appeared.

Peter Callaghan

Australian. Has done much work with Cretan Hellenistic. Nicolas
Coldstreara, who lectured here this spring, tells me that he has there
many sites with good historical destruction dates. Also that he has
been able to redate the Great Altar at Pei?gamon from ca. 180 to 150 B.C.
Review of my book attached. I do not understand his remarks about my
chronology but regard his review otherwise as the best from the point
of view both of perception and perspective.

About the Middle Stoa: I have gone into this only because you brought up
the matter in our conversation on the 5th.
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bear Prof. Edwards!

ANA£KA<t>AI ARXAIAZ KOPINOOV

AMEPIKANIKH ZXOAH KAAZIKDN ZTIOYAON

OAOZ: ZOYHAIAZ GA, AOHNAI. <1AO

THA. 736«3'I3

18 March 1979

Although we have had an Athenian mail delivery strike, that has
nothing to do with my late answer to your letter of 2? January. My
tortoise-like speed is the result of not wanting to write before I
had completely worked out my Corinthian spring dig season schedule.
More logic exists behind this statement than is immediatey evident.

But first. I personally feel that you are taking on the full
criticism of Mr. Callaghan's review, much of which really may well be
Callaghan's expression of unhappiness with Corinth's lack of ever having
published pottery deposits as groups, and especially at the time when
these- deposits were dug. As I wrote to you when your book came out.
few people but those at Corinth will ever know and appreciate hoW. much
organization of material, how much storeroom rummaging, how much initial
deposit study you had to put into that book before even beginning to
write the book. Callaghan may well have seen for the first time in
your Corinth volume how much material Corinth did have but wondered why,
since it was so important, it wasn't better reported as it was found.
His statement on our comparative lack of closed deposits, I feel, is
a result of not really knowing our site.

As a belated try to remedy Callagan's impressions about the weakness
of our deposits, I'm trying a new sort of dig programme this spring. He i
will have two training seasons, one 3 weeks, one 4 weeks} the regular i
session will be converted into a pottery study period for 5 stucLents, four^
of whom will examine material according to statistics and types. The i
studies will tell what shapes are popular in which deposits, which ones '
are coming in. which going out, which shapes get imported, which are j
peculiarily Corinthian. The deposits I will use are your Deposits 79 and i
oO, my drain deposit between Buildings I and 2 and. probably, the 'votive i

Hesperfa report. We will use your dating evidence, Herbert'sJ
McPhee s, and Sparkes-Talcott•s. If we cannot give a complete publication!

deposits, we'll give a good coverage in each case. You i
dxd the lion s share already; our work, I hope, will supplement that for !
two of your deposits. If the programme works, I hope to get all of
deposxts out so that people will see the full range of material with
whxch you worked, even though it might take a number of years so to do.

I have every expectation that your dating will be strengthened by
Sin thi'^lO'i R*+ inclined to think the South Stoa is laterthan the 330 s.^ But this does not change the dates of the individual
deposits. And that must be made clear. I see clearly one destruction,
possibly two, in the area of the South Stoa before the- stoa itself was la.
out. There is indication of some sort of heaAry destruction
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or general damaging of buildings in the 370*s. Could this be part of
the 373 shake that got Helike? With this destruction I would put
your deposit 79* I don't know about deposit 80» that probably is
too latei for McPhee dates one R.F serd rather positively about
370-360 B.C. (Hesperia» 1976j p. 387» no. I8.) I see the destruction
between Bldgs I and II as the second disaster» and I see tries here
and there to patch up the buildings. This patching phase apparently
left little almost no potteryi but casting pits» patched
floors» etc.j show thet something was tried. Aparently none of those
efforts succeeded. The deposits you use and date all fit into this
history and should not be tampered with. I hope that a little more
description of the deposits will make this clear.

If this year's plan works out I hope that we can nibble away
at other deposits to give similar exposure. I am afraidj howeveri that
my project may be a bit overambitious» considering the amoxints of
pottery that we will study. What do you think about this programme?
Don't consider my theories about building phases and the South Stoa
as part of it. I give that to you to show you why I very much feel
that my attack of the pottery really goes along with your trail-blazing.
Any hints or suggestions would be much appreciated.

I also hope that the study that we will do this spring might
show how much Attic pottery was imported to Corinth (percentages) and
in what typest at what times. In other words» what I am getting more
interested in is the economics of pottery» an outgrowth of having dug
up a Corinthian who traded with Pxmic cities. That story you'll
see in Hesperia> 1979» fesc. 2. It's too bad that you haven't come
over to see this fish—house that we're now digging. It raises all sorts
of (questions about Corinthian economics. And then there is the
question which I am beginning to see appear at Corinth about how
much the Macedonian controle stagnated the Corinthian economy. I feel
that it controled Corinth to such an extent that it forced us to pull
back in foreign trade. That in turn caused the city to become more
and more depressed. Don't you see something of that evolving poorness
in the Corinthian Hellenistic pottery? Well, that is another letteri
or better, a Christmas conversation. But if you do have time, I would
appreciate your opinions. Until then, I wait...

with my very best to you,

cc; Thompson
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Dear Mr. Callaghan:

(AREA CODE 215)

January 27, 1979

/,o6

Recently the Editor of Publications of the ASCS sent me a clipoing of
your review {in the J.H.S. for 1978) of my book on Corinthian Hellenistic
_otter^. Our mutual friend, Jim //right, and Eomer Thomnson have supolied
your address so that I am able to sand you the comments'which occur to me.
1 hope you don't mind even though some time may have elapsed since you wrote
the review.

T Aft appreciative of the favorable comments you were able to make.I do thank you for these. My main concern in writing, however, as you might
suppose, has to do with your remarks on my chronology. I feel that there are

^ given considSabir -
TOU^oeak a^eTn '̂' conclu|ion that the difficulties of which
oarf thin;?q T any rate a matter of a failure of communication on myI might have pointed out in the book which I didn't. There are

ferreml^kftfaJr fh7 later, i hope you will tolerate a
at anr?^t! « f ! ^ matters. My expressions of or on chronology
base?^on whit t h i °°atributions toward an ultimate chronology
and rpi>in a -i k * thought that my chronology could be carried on
available T? generations of scholars when better evidence becameavailable. It was, I think I said, a beginning. «-^ame

(21 methftHr®?^® chronology come under two headings: (l) the South Stoa- and12} methods of arriving at dates expressed in the book. '

''m\956!" '̂̂ ^^ manuscript was substantially completed as long ago
•Tlecent developments at both Corinth and Athens have done much aith«r

a??Lt South Stoa construction pro.Eramme shouldffect the ^rlier stages of many sequences factually I^said "certain
pe serie|3 • The reader must be prepared to view with caution"

construotLJ'̂ TOuirM?s°rlOTslyTff"rth/rt'°®I have ofte.-. thought of a "C
p. 46. »hlch eipreasea ' X fa? BlaS!? and Plaia Pottarv.
however lar.a or .all 60/ , is of .or.
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study: the deposits listed here are of value as caTiulative or interlocking
evidence." Their material in categories and character was comparable to mine
and the same problems and methods of attack would have existed*. Certainly the
Corinthian deposits and other forms of evidence are, I can thoroughly attest
no less cumulative and interlocking. *

There are two other factors. First, only the material from the period of
use fillings of the Stoa wells would be affected by a change of date for the
completion of construction from ca. 330 to later in the century. These deposits
afford only very wide dating, from the time of the completion of the Stoa to the
time of the destruction of Corinth by Uummius in 146 B.C. The material from the
use fillings cannot be dated very closely on the evidence of the deposits them
selves. Secondly, as you may have noted, many series begin much earlier than the
time of construction of the Stoa, in the 4th, 5th or 6th centuries B.C. In such
long series there would be much non-Stoa evidence for dating and the datin^ of
Stoa material would not necessarily depend on Stoa deposits, "

About the dating of the Stoa in any case: as I understand it from Charles
Williams by letter, the dating which he suggested in Hesperia XLI, I972, was
not intended to be definitive, but more as a warning of a possibility. It
was not intended to be regarded as a fait accompli." I last heard from Charles
in June, 1978, when he was engaged on a final season connected with pre-Stoa
material. I do not know what he may think now. I have, in any case, urged him
to consider ^ the evidence, of which there is a great deal (l have listed it
in my book) connected with the construction of the Stoa, not just part of the
evidence. I have mentioned to tniliim, for instance, closed and sealed deoosit.;
covered by the cobble paving in front of the Stoa (my deposit numbers 79, 80, 88
1, and 9 )• t seems to me possible that the Stoa was constructed over a '

considerable p^iod (east to west because of terrain). As comparison we may
cite the Stoa of Attalos and the iCiddle Stoa at Athens both of which acoarently
have extensions constructed fifter the main^art of each had been constr*ucted.

expressed-in the book your remarks suggest that youthink that the sole means of dating the individual pieces is the deposits,, t^wit:
"The dating evidence for the different shapes is, of course, uneven but

will be found that the deposits often cannot support the absolute
dates proposed for each pot."

"Both the deposit summaries and the general discussion on each shane have

every ^Iso in order to establish the degree of probability for

we^usuSlv^net^fh^ comment that the dates expressed in the book
Then. ^ ^ absolute (that term is reserved for historical dating) but relativeThey are in fact sstlnated dates based on all the various criteria ?or daUhf
(conp^abla to pottery dating in the Classical and earlier periods)! It

urprising indeed if there were dates not directly supported by deposits.

Imeortent^ tFh kinds of evidence for arriving at dates. The most. , , to be sure, are the deposits, the shape series, and the attested
I wrot others have energed In the course of wrltino the bookI wrote and rewrote the book three times and some carts four ti"r ?ach tl^fh

rL!riT;:cr:aa7'ii'h"t°!u'!! r it vare indeed interlocking and supplemJ^rrarTalf^t ISd' sSf Inufal'r'deposits ccntrlbuta to settiag up shape series but later, a^ Sten '̂not ^
shape series msy serve to set up or refine the dating of the dhpMite

It would
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not be possible to publisii all the reasons for dating of each shape series. Too
many accumulate as a study advances. The editor would not stand for it, I am
sure. I did, hov/ever, endeavor to set forth the complete reasoning^behind the
dating of one shape series in an article I published with Llargaret Xhompoon (AJA
74, 1970, pp. 343-350). It concerned a black glaze saucer {in my book p. 4S)
found over a hoard of gold coins of Philip and Alexander. Lartin Price had
suggested that the coins of Alexander could date anyv^here in the Hellenistic
period. Accordingly I got Hargaret to work up the chronology of the coins and
I wrote up the eating of the saucer: independently, without knowledge of the
other's ideas until after both were finished. The result was that our dating
came out within a handful of years. This should serve to give you an idea of
the various kinds of evidence for pottery dating in Corinthian. It should serve
as a sample illustration at least that close dating is possible with the various
kinds of evidence which pottery affords and that dating need not be achieved
throagh deposit evidence alone. I am sending you a reprint separately,
(the profile illustrations are defective: the printer suspended them from their
rlmsj)

I hope that these remarks will serve to allay the concerns you expressed
in the quotations from your review above. If not, do let me know, with specific
instances, and I will be glad to try again.

I shall be interested to see your work on Cretan Hellenistic. ^

With good wishes, sincerely,

CiJ<

O, Roger Edwards

P.S, I am sending copies of this letter to three other people who may
be interested or concerned.

cc: Marian McAllister
Homer Thompson
Charles Williams '
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SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES

Professor B. Roger Edwards
The University Museum
33rd and Spruce Sts.
Philadelphia, Penna. 19174

Dear Roger; •

I'm sorry not to have found time to talk with you on Sunday about
Peter Callaghan's review of Corinth VII.3. Dorothy, I believe, was able to
fill you in a little on the author of the review. My own comments can be
quite brief.

In the first place the review seems to me very favorable on most of the
fundamentals. C*s criticism of your treatment of the chronology appears to me
rather captious and portentous. My feeling was that you had given the reader
enough in the way of warning signals, and also that you had made clear the tenta
tive nature of your dating at many points. I'm sure that you will be the first
person to welcome adjustments in your proposed dates that may be made possible
by new evidence. Certainly that has been my own attitude toward the chronological
scheme that I proposed long ago for the Attic material.

I look forward very much, as I'm sure you do also, to the time when Charles
will be able, to collate the various masses of evidence that his excavatmonshave
produced in recent years, and so give us firmer dates for such matters as the
construction of the South Stoa and its terrace and the introduction of long-petalled
bowls.

Susan Rotroff^s MS on the Agora bowls is now in Marian's hands. Marian's
hope is that the book may appear about one year from now. You will be glad to
know that the Agora bowls are to be called"mould-made relief bowls of the
Hellenistic periodi'--long but honest.

Have you and I ever discussed the origin of the jewelling on the long-petal
bowls? I am inclined to believe that it derives very directly from metal wine
strainers. Some years ago I came across but failed to make note of such a
strainer of just th^ right type. But I have no doubt that a little library work
would reveal other pssible prototypes.

It was good to see you on Sunday, Do let us know of any developments in the
history,--both ancient and modern, of your little statue.

Best wishes as ever.

cc M. McAllister
C. W. Williams
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H-K 12-14 Middle Stoa Building Fill to 180

Construction fill under floor of west end of Middle Stoa and between

Middle Stoa and Heliaia to south. Date based on Grace's analysis of

1500 stamped amphora handles in fill. None of nearly 900 Rhodian handles later

than 183 or 182. Dating based on comparison with handles in Pergamon deposit,

currently dated 210-176 or 175 (see p. 00). Seven of the 12 or 13 latest

eponyms in Pergamon deposit not represented in construction fill of Middle

Stoa, implying Stoa fill closed ca. seven years earlier than Pergamon deposit,

i.e. in 183 or 182 (Delos XXVII, pp. 290-291). Latest Rhodian eponym is either

Nikasagoras I or Theaidetos. None of approximately 400 Knidian handles bear title

"phrourarchos" characteristic of period IV A (188-167), but five names which

occur elsewhere with this title appear (Archestratos, Philophron, Philippos,
v..

r. Sokr^-Ces, Theuphantos):. see D^los XXVII, p. 32o/; latest Knidian handles ^ ^
therefore date shortly after 188. Analysis of amphora handles does not f''

support contention, suggested by architectural evidence, that far west end was

finished substantially later than rest ofstoa (see I 14:2).' Latest coins date'200-

> _ 180 (Kleiner 2c, 9). Five fragments of long-petal bowls and one fragment of

^ figured bowl of M Monogram Class come from disturbed area of fill at west end

of building. Otherwise bowls similar to those in other deposits of early

2nd century. Fragments of six molds.

#37, 50, 63, 65, 83, 114, 131, 137, 140, 164, 182, 196, 198, 220, 223,

229, 232, 264, 278, 282, 283, 294, 296, 314-316

Agora IV-, VIII; XII; XIV, pp. 66-68; Hesperia 32, 1963, p. 317; Kleiner I,

pp. 303-311, deposits I-II; Kleiner II, pp. 29, 32; Delos XXVII, pp. 290-

291, 382; The Aegean and the Near East: Studies Presented to Hetty Goldman,

pp. 97, 109, nos. 9-11.
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I 14:2 Pithos settling basin 2nd century?

Fill of pithos which served as settling basin in front of west end

of north side of Heliaia. Basin probably covered during final phases of i
construction at west end of Middle Stoa. |̂ rchitecture of west end of Stoa ^
suggests it was finished later than rest of building; this later building

activity has been associated with Hellenistic fill south of Middle ^

Stoa (Kleiner I, pp. 311-313, deposit III: H-I 14:1) in which one of three
<

stamped amphora handles dates in third quarter of 2nd century (Knidian |
eponym Philippos: KT 1735: SS 13540). Analysis of amphora handles from •

building fill of Stoa, however, shows no chronological difference between

those from west'end and those from elsewhere in the Pottery from

settling basin nondescript. Single bowl is unusual type which may be early ^

form of long-petal, but also resembles imbricate bowls of ca. 200.

#344. ^

I 16:5 Cistern 2nd century, disturbed

Single Knidian stamped amphora handle dates around 108 (Hesperia 3,

1934, p. 274, no. 218: SS ). Tyrkish pottery indicates disturbance.

# 165

Agora IV. ^ ''

L 17:7 Cistern 3rd and early 4th quarter of 3rd century

Cistern with little pottery. Severn stamped amphora handles; Rhodian

eponyms date in 3rd quarter of 3rd century (eponyms Aglokritos, Pausanias(?):

SS 14279, SS 14282). Latest coin dates in 1st third of 3rd century. One

small fragment of moldmade bowl of undetermined type.

Agora XII.



Dear Susan,

(o.O-^
Athens, Nov.10, 1979

llany thanks for your two pages of revised text on
deposits, sent with your latter of Cot.18, I am very glad to
have them; have still a fen comments.

On TJSBF; the reference in line 13 to Neios 25f, p,320,
is misleading, as it should document the list of names you
give, whereas those names don't appear there. In fact they
come from my working paper of 1956, and one, Sokrates^has sin
ce bean taken off the list of phrourarchoi, he turns out to be
another kind of eponym in whoso term phtourarchoi a^e also
named, the title goes with the other name in each case, as we
now see. See Deloa 27, p, 319, where this is stated. (You
h^ve this tome,) You can fix this even in proof by replacing
the word Sokrates with the word Fhiltatos, as ho turns out
to bolong in the list. And you can make your reference loss
misleading - more general - by closing your parenthesis
after Theuphantos, and put^-ing a semicolon af^er it instead
of a colon. Although all this wd go inproof, '^ardan night
like it better now.

On I 14 : 2, I remain mystified as to why SS 13538-40
were selected by Fred to relate to a group of coins attribu
ted to H - I 14. There seem to be alot more handles found
in that rather large area, and more frx)m exactly the
sane grid positicm (Section K, 20/aa, on the old grid, as
entered their SS cards) as SS 13538-40: these are So
13503-508; they include a stamp of the duoviri period, SS
13503, ex. of KT 1785, like Delos 27, 3 164-5. I can't
think he and I ever discussed the SAil assigned by him to
Dep. Ill, I expect there is nothing to be done by you about
this. Section K, 20/AA,is 9 or 10 meters west of your
pithoB settling basin, Ti na kanomo.

.ihat I must do is to get up and go, as it is 7:30, and
who knows whether is it gets later they really lock the
garden gate. This is Saturday night, and Monday X early 1
leave for Boston. low nice it will be if wo can meet at
the Meetings. My best to Bob, My address: Dare pf Mrs,
P. R. Grace, 113 Lakeview Avo,, Cambridge Mass 02138,

Yours,



MOUNT ALLISON UNIVERSITY

SACKVILLE, NEW BRUNSWICK

CANADA

EOA 3C0

October 18, 1979

Dear Miss Grace,

Thank you very much £or your letter; I have made the necessary
additions and changes in my manuscript. I have also rewritten
note 195f on p. 401, making it clear that your "Revisions'* article
supports the attribution of the coins from Koroni to Ptolemy II,
I enclose my revised accoiint of the Middle Stoa Building Fill and
the related deposit from the pithos settling basin I 14«1*

According to my notes, the last deposit we went over together
was M-N 15x1 (South Stoa II building fill) on p, 328 of my
manuscript, Marian already has the manuscript, and I believe she
plans to send it to the printer quite soon, though I have not
spoken to her for a month.

I hope you will come to the meetings in Boston, Bob and I both
plan to be there and are looking forward to it, despite the grim
realities of job hunting. Teaching part time is not very satis
factory in the long run; there is talk of expanding the '^lassies
Department here, but I doubt they will do so, so I guess we will both
be nosing around to see if there are any openings elsewhere.

Meanwhile we are keeping busy here. I am scheduled to give a talk
on Megarim bowls in the "faculty seminar" series, which is supposed
to function as a sort of showcase for faculty research. Most of the
people who attend won*t even know what Hellenistic means, so it will
be a challenge to keep them interested. The music school has begun
an excellent series of concerts; this week one of the faculty members
gave a talk on the last three sonatas of Beethoven, and then played
all three in concert the following evening. It really is a privilege
to have the opportunity of hearing such pieces played.

Thank you again for your speedy reply to my questions; I hope to see
you in Boston,
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For C, Housar

a- 5' ^'"0
Th« tvfo Snidlaa typ«B impraeead respectively on SS 14759 (KT 955) and

on SS 14765 (KT 1410) are both found in the Middle Stoa construction filling

in the Athenian Agora. The eponjTns in whose terns the two types are dated«
alsp

respectively K0AI0Y(XiI2) and fCAf^AlZTOi), are both well reproaantod:<^on other types

in that filling, a context not later than the second docndo of the 2nd century,
fiaidian

of. Agoiwi XIV, p. 66, note 179, and botton of p. 67. On the ^amphora stamps in

the filling, of. ilxplor. Arch, de Delos 27, p. 320, where II0AI0YXH2 is cited

tSUs as <Hie of the latest eponyns of a period which must have ended in or about

188 B.C. On KT numbers, see ibid, p. 323,

14.VIII.78
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o ^ Athens, February 13, 1976

Professor F, S, Kleiner

DepartTnant of Art
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Va. 22903 U.S.A.

Dear Fred:

1 was interested to see your article in Hesperia (3, 1975), and hope you

<r offprint, when the time oomes for those. I am impressed to see
my

that ifajt proposed date for the Miflflle Stoa filling works out for you. .Vhan we

talked about these various fillings, at the beginning of Octobdr of 1973, you

were doubtful (I thought) about so early a date as the second decade, and told

me that some numismatists put the latest coins in that filling after ICG.

In my notes on that chat of 1.X.73, I soe that we took dp the Gouth btoa II
1-ft—

filling as well as the Middle Stoa fillingj and that you asked ne for a count

.— of eponyms, Knidian, found in the Stoa of Attalos filling and not in that of the

1''* '̂̂ Middle Stoa, which vre.8 as you have reported on p. 314 of your article, and an

interesting point to make.

There has been some aonfusion, however, about stamps to be associated with

your Beposit III, I have no notes of our having discussed such a group. As you

s*y lp,31l) that it was a small group, it would have been wise to give the in

ventory numbers. If they are SS 13767-13796, of which the finding.ipiaoe area

is also H-I 14 (though I had no deposit number for them), the date of these, if at
slightlyall later than that of the stamps in the Middle Stoa filling, is only very iij±giidfc|r

BO, i.e, not as late as the 2nd quarter by my books. The date you quote from me

on p. 511 on stamps associated with your deposit III is probably what I gave you
for stamps from South Stoa IIj if i gave it to you vdth doubt or hesitation, it
is becauee^I have not succeeded in getting a fi* full and final list of the stamps
from this filling, but only a seriew of partial lists, from various excavators.

Please straighten out this matter of stamps to be associated with bap. m.
Because in fact I would say for the stamps exactly what you say for the coins



- 2 -

in your note fThe [Btamp] finds do not, however, substantiate a later date

for the construction fill of the wosjr end of the stoa. The latest [stamps] from

the west end of the building fill are similar in character to those from the

remainder of the fill," I am surprised that we did not get together about thisj

but perhaps you got to this poi^t after leaving Athens.

I have been admiring your Picture Book, but just en passant so far, as there

seems to be only one copy around, maybe belonging to your collaborator 3V Jr.?

VYe hear that you and Diane, though having those nice jobs, are a bit homesick,

which I guess I understand, being a birthright N, Yorker myself, (/eather hare

lately has been sometimes startling: last Sundc-y viq aivoke to see the world

covered with snow, and more fell all day.

Yours sincerely.

Virginia R, Grace

A
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Mlddla Stoe, Building Fill; Th.a la^tas'b Rhodian aponyni in tno fill is Drobanlv

NIKAZAfOPAZ 1st dft-eBAIAdTOZ.

iaSBP haudloE naming NIKaZATOPaZ: SS 11909
12022

12245

12247

12490

12787

12807

12872

MSBF handlaa naming 9SAIAHT0Z: SS 764
1245l\ Thsfls f3ur
12453/ all ooni. from ^
12472( oh, p,rt; of
1251^ tha fill. -'-1^ ' ,
12865

0EAIAHTOZ is known with moro sacondary stamps than is NIKAZATOPAZ 1st, so 0.

may bs tha latar. Thara is a possibla quastion whothar 9. should ba countad with

the »S3F propor, sinoa 2/3 of tha hanMas with his nama coma from a singla part of
tha fill (wharaas thosa naming H.lst ara soattarad.



10.07.

I understood from Susan H. that she had bean asked by TLS jr. to ask ne for

the foregoing information. So a copy of these pages goes to him.

Before any publication, I should see any statements to be included that are

derived from tneae three pages, which are by no means drdokfertigj i.e. I should

see in manuaoript what it is proposed to publish about the SAH in these deposits.

/

u-...
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Xc r/vu ST'It 13 02

ft t%it miTiMUt

Vjil4*rir iMMili ifiMqrMft oiMfta

fftfti iiw '.41.!..'.; .itt'-wii-t <iir< vmauxa

Iv^' •'K 1*J Jun# H, 1966 . »* i^i#^
~TU^ ^

^ j%l?|ifr Ifll MJm ^-JrWfcr Aft4 M
^ ^ ^̂ umrmi, i-iti. mii

\£^ ^ . tmn-.y f ,tf M>i#7 MM
^ •• '̂ *'P-n^K or OR Porgaaoo eootoxt for 16 of your starapodf

thft Aftkloplolon. I havo not yot mdo a .',

n ••*!>? tt will bo useful in. ay ohronological

mXnm t'r ,ootho wmpl® of your oataloguo t«t, ud fy
1Mr-.. t*t .'yf t. It , it not too hMty, «d ohot yoo obout r-
iftUS t<r i*w iftftiiR

, _ '•E«»« w-i.- taflty," '. omotniotlai mitag «t tbo Athonlm Agor* rw.,i

la nlatloo to y«ir flaao ; 1 oboild nmrk thot thu dopoolt oontolnod IS .»o
onapleo of Hludlaa ibutpo oudsg tho opanya slAOdAMOI, u In yoar AS a«, u noli
*• )ia of tbo fnbrlonnt KIKAflz on proriously Mntionnd, no that top of tbn thmo
Ifw. In your a.«iJ«. p,m parnllnlnd. lb. third, tb. Slnopnio. AS 247. I h.™ bu
bollnnod to b. of th. Srd onntary for ronnon. ootllond In nf not. of 1841 to
Dr. SobufOr. Tb. nwt r*e«t pnbll.h.d ntwly of Slnppnna dating kno* to m,
that of rrof...» Bir«M«ky of Unlngrw I. IPSs. datn. In 220-183®tto jronp t.
nblah AS M7 b.l,M.. n»th.r b. 1, right or 1«. tb. dat. .onld oorr..p«M
«U MMgh ,1«, that Myonr Banpha.. ». -oa. 200-191 B.8." nbloh yoo prnpon, »,
•Irt"!-! gronbd. «.,««- banl, of .ii„.. ^ ^
dat. abnit 200 B.C. Tmr dat. wld al.o ..rmpoid rtltb Aat 1b.Um t. b.
«»* Mtb. ml. bo^ Of tb. bmdU. frm tb. Klddl. stobfllltag, .tam thl.
l»tt.r grm, i. ,i„.,„ t. tb. grmp In tb. original dopmit
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Juno 14, 1966

Miss Gloja do Luoa
Univoroita di Gonova
Istituto di Archaologia
Gonova, Italia

Doar utc do lAica:

Thank you for tho inforaation on Porgamaa contoxt for 16 of your stampod

handles found at various lovols in tho Asklopioion. I havo not yet made a

full study of this, but I ooo that it will bo useful in ny ohronologieal

studies* 1 was intorostod also to see tho samplo of your oataloguo text, and

I agree that it is desirable to keep it not too heavy, and idiat you say about

tho stamps there seosis onough*

With regard to tho iJiddle Stoa construoticn filling at tho Athenian Agora

in rslation to your finds; I shculd romark that this doposlt oontainod IS

oxamploB of Rhodian stamps naming tho oponyB SIAOAAMOZ, as in your AS 342, as well

as 22 of tho fhbrioant HIKAi^IZ as previously mentioned, so that twp of tho throe

itoms in your Bauphaso 9 are paraXXolod. Tho third, tho Sinopoan AS 247, i have hti

believed to be of tho Srd oontury for reasons outlined in jy note of 1961 to

Dr. SohaefOr. The most rooont published study of Sinopoan dating knoan to ms
B Cthat of Professor Braahlnsky of Ualagrad in 1965, datss in 220-183^tho group to

which AS 247 belongs, /.hethor he is right or I am, tho date would oorrespond

well eaottgh with that ef your Bauphase 9, "oa. 200-191 B.C." which you propose on
hletonoal gromds and as the basis of silver coins the latest of ehioh seemsd to

date about 200 B.C. Your date would a^so corrstpond with itjat I believe to be

that of the main body pf the ste^d handles from tho J^iddlo Stcnfilllng, sine* this
Igttor group is eloeely related to the group in the original Pergaman deposit



13.03
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(called 220-180 B.C.) save that 1) the Middle Stoa filling includes a fair amount

of older material,Srd century and earlier, and 2) the latest Rhodian oponyms named

in the Peigamcn deposit are missing from the Middle Stoa deposit, so that one would

assume that its date of being assembled and laid down was a little earlier than

that of the filling in Pergamon.

Moving on to your Bauphase 10, "after 191 to 2nd quarter 2nd B.C.", AS 238,

with rose stamp of the Rhodian fabricant dAMOKPATHZ, also fits well with its oontext

at Peiigamon according to iny ohronologioal sohems. 46 Iwmdlas of this potter were

found in the Middle Stoa filling and S5 in tho original Pei^amon deposit. The

date I gave you for this M-'OKIATHZ was simply "late 3rd or early 2nd century",

but actually a lot is known of his products, including uumsrous ^rtiole amphorae

to show shape-develofffnent and nane-oonM9otloos, and it is clear that his aotitity

oontinued senewhat beyond the end date of the Middle Stoa filling, sinoe he sone-

tiaes uses teoondary stamps with letters, idiioh are not known in tho 5!iddle Stoa

filling, but are just starting to the Porgaaon deposit. In that deposit they appMur

en two handles that bear main stamps naming APIHTfiS and (pr^^bly) API2;tSIAA2» two r

of tho i^rgaaon eponymB missing from the fiiddle Stoa filling. These nrnin stamps are

rose stamps, and very likely the handles are from esqphoras of AAHOKPATHP-,

<y proposed absolute date for the latost part of tho maes of handlos from the

Middle Stoa filling is actually more dependent on ths toMian then on the

handles included. Those from the mddde Stoa apparently stop just wiMn phrouraroho^

were beginning to be named on Khidlan stamps. See Hesperia Suppl. X, p,146, for a

note on tlss piurouraroh stamps* which prssumably belong to the period of Rhodian

eocwpatioB of the mainland including fjsidos (188-187 B.C.). There is much evidence

whieh should be demtoitmted in a publication, and this is not the plaoe to discuss it,
Ths stamped tomdles fr«mi the Middle Stoa building fill were about 1500, and to

me they eoastltute in themselves a oentext, as a hoard of coins is a context for its
indivldaal eetoi. It wast bo itated, hawwer, that for these handles as a group
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I eannot cita nn axoavator'a context as early as the date, before about 180 B.C.,

which the handles now sucgeBt to me. For a recent published data given to the
317

context, see Heeperia XXXII, 1963, p.iHbi; "to oa. 160 B.C. (Dorothy Burr Thompson,

from Homer Thompson). Further, I have passed on to Homer Thompson himself your

request for a ceramic date for this filling, and he has been good enough to

respond with his present views, whioh I enclose here. As you will see, the date he

would now give to the filling as context may be suTjruod up as "before about 150 B.C."

You should use Professor Thompson's date as the excavator's terminus date. You

may perhaps cito also ny present belief on the date of the handles whioh pert

of this very extensive and varied filling. Although the basis of my opinion has

not been published, the opinion itself has been stated in publications: see

S.S.Yfolnberg, ed.. The Aegean and the Near Hast, Studies Presented to Hetty Goldman,

Looust Valley, 1956, p.97j and H. D. Colt, ed., Sxoavations at Heseana, Vol. 1,

London. 1962, p. 124, in the comment on no.^4.

Yours sincerely.

Virginia Grace

For Professor Braehlnsky's publication cited above, p.l, see Ancient Tom.

Institute of Archaeology of the Academy of Science of the USSR, Moscow, 1963* a

table with the dates of tho various date-groups of Slnopean stamps is on p.lS3.

IT ^ f t
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DATE OP THE MIDDEE STOA AND RELATED STRDOTtmES

The following statement ia based primarily on the architectural

and topographical evidence• In the final analyaia account must alao

be taken of the evidence of the coins, pottery and stamped amphora

handle s•

The relative sequence of the construction along the south aide

of the Agora that resulted In the South Square, a complex comprising

two old and three new buildings, is fairly clear; It may be described

briefly as followss

The first item in the program was the Middle Stoa* ^'his was

a double colonnade which faced north on the laiin square of the Agora

and southward on a ".s^ser square which appears to have been for long

a temenos of Theseus. The stoa took its orientation from a rectan

gular building of the second quarter of the 5th centxiry B.C., now

believed to be the sekos of Pausanias* Theselon (1,17,6), at the

southwest corner of the South Square. This Is one of several

indications which suggest that the Middle Stoa was intended primarily
for the embellishment of the old Sanctuary of Theseus. Verk on the

stoa began at its east end and proceeded westward*

When the construction of ths Middle Stoa was already well

adwnced a decision was taken to erect new buildings also on the

east and south sides of the South Square. Marble chips from the

working of the gutter along the south slds of tha Middle Stoa were

used In the eonstruotlon fill of the East Building, a elesr indi

cation that there was no long interval betwean theaa two parts of



the program, The Sast Building comprised a loutron, an exhedra

and an apodyterlon. Through its middle passed th# awiin entranca

to the South Square In its new form.

The East Building was followed immediately by South Stoa II#

a replacement of South Stoa I of the late ^th century B»C,

The Theseion# previously a rectangular enclosure# was now

remodelled# and given the form of a simple palaestra. A water

clock that had previously stood against its north wail was dis

mantled. The original intention was to end the new complex at

this point# i#e. with four buildings; retaining walls were started

southward from the southwest corner of the Middle Stoa and westward

from the northwest corner of the Theseion# clearly with the purpose

of cloaixig the west end of the South Square on this line.

Before these reteinlng walls were completed the program was

extended to Include the Southwest Fountain House. The interior

architecture of the old building wee demolished end a new fountain

bouse of more modest proportions was exacted in the angle between

the old fountain house and the Theseion. To the north of thle again

was inserted a wash room. plan of the Southwest Fountain House

wee turned from en L into a square# and the building eppears to

have been oonverted into a swimming pool. The west end of the

South Square was now closed with a wall running between the north

west corner of the "swimming pool" and the southwest corner of

the Middle Stoe.

The eoffiplex of buildings thus completed hea all the eesentlaX
features of a lellenlstie gyanesluii. There le good reeson te
believe that it was in fact the dyttimtslum of Ptoismy mentioned by
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Feusanlas (X«17*2) as he left the Agora on his way toward the

Aoropolia and described by him aa "not far from the Agora".

The Stoa of Attaloa on the east side of the main square was

clearly oriented with respect to the Middle Stoa. The southern

extremity of the Attalid building aligns with the central axis

of the Middle Stoa, and tb& terraces of the two buildings are on
approximately the aanw level, in preparation for the construction
of the vStoa of Attalos the Square Peristyle of the late l|.th century
B.C. was demolished. One of the gelsa of the Square Peristyle
was re-used as a bedding block in the long east room (apodyterlon)

of the East Building in the Gymnasium. The colonnade of South
Stoa II was made entirely of material taken from the same Square
Peristyle.

The latest pottery from the construction fill of the Middle
Stoa la Indistinguishable from various groups of pottery that
ecoumulated In the ere* of the Stoe of Atteloe betneoB the demolition
of the Square Peristyle end the start of construotlon on the Atteloe
itoa. The lower Unit of the pottery from the undisturbed parts
of tl» Middle Stoe building fill, ineofer as our present knowledge
of Hollaaletlo pottery now pormlte a Jadgnent, la allghtly earlier
than that from the Stoa of Attalos. On the other hand the potter,
from the construotlon fill of South stoa Xt la .lightly leter than

that frsei the Asjaloa Stea (aa Indloatad for aiampla by the comnen
mourranc. of long-patall. d K.g.rlaa bowl, in South Stoa ll',,
egalnet thalr non-ooeur«nea la the Attalos stoey In the debrle of
South Stoo I. Which waa damoll.bad to make way for South Stoh H,
... found aaoln of Attaloa II, 159.138 B.C. {Se.tlon T. Hay 8.1953,
»o. 1). Sh. pottar, ...oelatad with th. final grading operation, '



at the west end of the South Square Is conteajporary with that

frosi South Stoa II# It may be noted in passing that this pottery

is also closely contemporary with the latest found in association

with the Hellenistic Metroon#

In this line of argument the most secure fixed point for

the absolute chronology is provided by the Stoa of Attalos,

securely attributable to Attalos IX (159-138 B#G.). It is commonly

and probably rightly assumed that such activities are most plausibly

datable in the early part of his reign. We shall probably not go

far wrong in placing the building program of this stoa in the years

around 150 B.C. In this connection one may note that the long-

petalled type of Megarian bowl which is not represented in the

Stoa construction fill was just coming into vogue la Corinth before

the destruction of lj[|.6 B.C*

Having regard to the tempo of the building progwim around the

South Squere I venture to believe that it began about a quarter

century before 150 and ended aboit e quarter century after 150«

We have observed above the likelihood that the Middle Stem

was designed primarily to embelish an old sanctuary of Theseus.

It may be significant in this connection that a series of tea

decrees dating between 160/59 B.C. and ee. 130 B.C. attest a

remarkable revival of the festival of Theseus (the Theseie) et this
(Agora I1I„ Testimonia. Ho. 360).

Wa have also notad abova the probability that the Oyamaslum
calltd the fto^mai^ was Initallad in the old sanctuary of Theseus.

^hls building dates fro* ths

indubitabls tad elosely dstablm



epigraphic references begin in 122/1 B«C« (Agora III, Hos, 1^56-

i}.63)# Although Pauaaniaa does not Inform as as to which Ptolamy

was rosponelbla for the eatabllahraent, the collation of the available

evidence Increasingly points to Ptolemy VI Phllometor, l8l-l||,5 3#C,

The statues of the Ptolemies seen by Pausanias (1,8,6) in front of

the Odeion of Agrippa are in all likelihood to be brought into

connection with the foundation of the Gymnasium, Originally, no

doubt, placed in immediate proximity to the main complex they were

probably given a place of greater prominence when, ca, 1$ B,c,,

the Odeion was added as a large lecture hall to the old gymnasium.

The statues mentioned by Pausanias were of Ptolemy I Soter (30i|.-

283/2 B.C.), Ptolemy II Phlladelphos {285-.2lj.6 B.C.) ani his sister

Bsrenlke, Ptolemy VI Phtlometor (18l-ll|.$ B.C.) and his one legl-

timats child, Berenlka,

If the above argument is sound we have still to consider

exactly what part Ptolemy played In the protracted building program.

The pert of the complex that most clearly bears the stamp of a

\royal benefaction is the Middle Stoa, A number of technical details

In this building cannot be matched elsewhere tn Athens and strongly

suggest foreign participation (e.g, design of the gelaon, manner

|of dowelllng the columns, the use of a high screen with elabe. ate
Urown between the outer colimns). The archaeological evidence
points to e date when the royal ferallies friendly to Athens were

expressing their esteem In the form of splendid buildings 1 Bumenes II

of Pergenon (197''159 B,C,) erected a great st^ in association with
the theatre of Biot^sos} Antioohos IV Spiphanes of Syria (17$-161|.)
renewed eonstrttcticn on the Temple of Olympian £aus« In this

context, the Hlddie Stoa, designed to adorn both the Agora and
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tb« Sanctuary of Thesaus, th« hero founder of Athens, would

have been a suitable contribution from the Ptolemies, '̂ ^he
Stoa of Attalos that followed so soon was evidently designed

to outdo the Middle Stoa by both the height and the rich material

of its two-storeyed marble facade. This may well be interpreted

as a demonstration of the lively rivalry between tfc» royal bouses

of Eg; and of Pergamon.

We have argued above that the idea of extending the program

to include the construction of a gymnasium was a slightly later

conception. One need not hesitate to believe, however, that the

extension was also financed by Ptolemy, and that in consequence

the whole complex bore his name.

June 1966
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8,VI.66

Thank you for letting me see your manuscript on the date of the Middle

Stoa and related structures# This of course interests me very much, and I apprecial

the mpte what a lot has to be taken into account in figuring out seqiencos and

absolute dates in this area# and how much topographical and historical background

is needed for proper evaluation of the data.

Can we give Miss de Luoa a summary sentence to tell her a little more plainly

your present opinion as to what context data is given to objects by their having

bean found in the Middle Stoa construction fill? rfould you now say simply "before

about the middle of the 2nd century" ? I find your p.4 here not entirely clear.

It seems to say the "lower limit" of the MSBF pottery is "slightly earlier" than

that of the Attalos Stoa. but then that the pottery from the "final phase" of the

oonstruotion of the Middle Stoa is contemporary with that from South Stoa II,

which you arw putting a little later than the Attalos Stoa.

Miss de lAioa is concomed with parallels for a stamp of NIKAflZ (Rhodian)
recent excavations in

found in^Pergamoni and 22 of them were found in the MSBF.

You know that stamps did not show the west end of the Middle Stoa building

fill as WMXttmx later than the filling as a whole, of. our Investigation of August

1964, Also that thore described specifically as from "oonstruotion fill" of

South Stoa II did not suggest ms later than the Stoa of Attalos. But there

is a series of stamps described as "from floor of SS II" (SS 6579-6585 and SS 14136-

14138) whioh I believe do go into the third quarter of the 2nd century. '
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September 1, 1964

HAT

As I am sure you have gathered from my casting about, I cannot disceni a si±

difference in date between the MSBF handles in general «ind your selected group

from the west end, on which here are notes.

In contrast, the handles from H 13 ; 1, the K well in the road west of the

Middle Stoa, continue to stand out as a very small but remarkably consistent

group of a little later than the Stoa filling.

Is it possible that the wall continued to serve for a time while the
block

northern part of the N-S wall was already in use? The stjsae that continued the

wall over the well looks in the photo perhaps not quite the same quality as the

rest. The wall as a whole, widw as it is, and one-faced, surely suggests a

rqther heavy retaining wall such as might be needed for a good nass of earth.

Would not a temporary terrace at the west end be a requirement while construction

of the upper parts of the building at that end waxw was under way? Otherwise

surely a tremendous height of scaffolding would have to be used, impractical

and terribly expensive. If the filling of the temporary terrace was later

used to tidy up to the south, might not this account for the puzzling "non-

MSBF" fills in K on which I have gdven you notes - some seemed contemporary,

some slightly later, etc., and a pattern did not seem to emerge.
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28.VIII,64

SAH FROM TOiST BHD OF MIDDIE STOA FILLING
V.)

Listed 27.VIII.64 by HAT: SS 13650-13656} 13898-13912} 13981-13986 ^

shape
etc.

•C I

SSfabricant

KAB0r(BNH2)

API2T0TEAH2

API2T0PS2N

KPIN0MBNH2

J
device

cook

horn

scorpion

eponym month

TEAE2

KT

or

Bon

376

13898

13908

13902

13901

'0\
iV.Sv

Rhodian ArH2IKAH2
13906

13910

13655

13651

13900

13984

13985

API2T0KPATH2

AI0NY2IO2

A2PO0EO2

MSN(2N

2S2KPATH2

UNREAD

rose

Head of

Helios

thyrs 08

burning
torch

AI2XYAI(N02) AAA.

IEPS2N 0E2.

KAE2NYM02

riAN.

ONA2ANAP02 0E2.

13909

13986

13899

13911

EniXAPMOZ APXnilIAAZ 1656 13903

A0HNISN BYKPATH2 75 13912

monogram ©BMX2T2NA(T02) 2074 13983

0BYA2( kasykpa( 742 13905

APIZT0rSNH2 MfiTP0A2P02 1727 13652

AZKAHni( $IATAT02 312 13653

(O)

^ ''/a

'

o
f> li

13652 /- vt X- , ,
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/
fabrioant device

- 2 -

eponym month KT

or

Bon

SS shepe
etc*

Unclassified ANT(

ATiOAlAS

prowV

K. •*.

13656

13904

13907

13654

13650
V

A

monogram

head in .

profile (inouse)-

2185 O

o

•J

This group of handles •was mostly covered in the study of MSBF handles

assembled in 1956, see typed summary of 26,VI.56, and lists of various categories

made at different times a little earlier. The previous listing had omitted

SS 13985-6, both Rhodiani and a third Rhodian, SS 13984,though listed had not until

no-n been read; however the names are not new to the group, and these throe handles

do not change the evidence on data.

For this class as here represented, ATHZlKiHZ is about contemporary with the

Koroni Rhodian; Ai2PO0BO2 and the eponyms IEP2N and KAE2NYM02 are late 3rd or oa-ly

2nd and otherwise well established in the fill; and the rest are between, i.e.

3jrd century B.C. This lot does not include Rhodian eponyms thought to be the latest

in the MSBF. It is interesting that -two or more handles of A2PO0BO2 have been found

in the area of the Stoa of Philip on Delos; of Vallois, L^Arch. Hell, de Delos (1942)

p.68, note 1, on one found in the "galerie a I'ouest"; and two, TD 6263 and 6281,

come from anastylosis operations in the Stoa of Philip in 1958.

The Thasian are datable in the 4th century and(SS 13898) perhaps before 400;

on the date of TBAES( see Hesp. Suppl.X., p.126 with references. Three out of

four Thasian in •this lot are the only examples with their readings, but the names

and styles of the stamp# are familiar. Later Thasian he"ve been found in other parts

of the MSBF, including some which may go down to its time of shovelling in.

.m
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Not much information can be got from the Unclassified of this selection.

The first may be Early Knidian, and would date before 200 B.C. (SS 13656). The

reading Sif SS 13904 is doubtfulj no parallel has been found. The combination A

plus T in a monogram recurs several times in the MSBF on handles which like SS 13907

resemble Thasian and may be as early as the 4th century. SS 13654 is duplicated

on SS 14436 from K, "clearing trench of inner rectangle in peristyle court of

Heliaia, p.3551", The incuse mark on SS 13650 seems to be the impression of a

coin, not well impressed; a similar impression, but not from the same coin,

was found in Antioch. On SS 13650, DBT makes out a line of neck and chin which

suggests a head thrown back relatively far, which as I understand it indicates a

2nd rather than a 3rd century date.

Of the Khidian, BYICPATH2 and MHTP0A£P02 are among the commonest eponyms in the

MSBF, see p.4 of the typeseript of VI,56, and ©EMIZT2NAT0Z is also quite well

represented in the fill. The examples here are the only MSBF handles naming the

eponyms APXinniAAZ and KAEYKPA(j the first of these is probably earlier than the

bulk of the KJiidian in the MSBF; the fabrioant of the second (recently read in

thfts type) is common in the MSBF, An eponym fIATA(T02) is named on one other

attested handle of the filling beside SS 13653. (A duplicate of SS 11653 is SS 12969

from a gr&up of handles called "MSBF disturbed in early Roman tinws", not covered

in MSBF SAH lists.) The name 5IATAT02 should be added to the few listed p,5 of the

typescript of VL56 as MSBF names which in some (non-MSBF) types appear with the

title phrourarchos{ the persons named on these MSBF handles may (as stated in the

typesoritit) actually be phrourarohoi, perhaps of the earliest period, second decade

of 2nd century, or they may be other eponyms with the same name. Other eponyms

named by A2KAH(ni( are OSMI^TSZNATOZ), IA22N, and nPC&lA(0I2N), all wiekmx known in

the MSBF, and not known as phrourarohoi.

In sum, I don't think that the handles of this lot are of a later date than

those of the filling as a whole.

. ).<:•
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ITotes for Dr. Sohaofer's report
_L" /I

Altar Sondage v

AS 264 . t]hyrs 05 _right_
LAPIZTOl ]

The restoration is based on identifying AS 264, from rubbings, as an i

(stamp)exampTe of'&iidiany^Type 23^, tesfrepresented" at the Agora""by"52" 4580." (iJo oxample"

of this stamp type has been published.)

Agora-context-suggests a-date in-the third quarter-of the 3rd century B.Ci

for tyya K(nidian) Ttype) 235 240, a variant of 239 in which the thyrsos has its

X • 9 • <

to tha_-lQft;.^_An-.Qxainpla._QfL.54CL_MSLS-_i'Q-and in a filling, K6-7 : l,--probabT.yrtoJba
, one ,eaoh,_

so dated, Examples^of both 233 and 240 have bean found in the Middle Stoa Building^

Fill, and of 259 in the apparently contemporary_ fi1ling of _tha_we 11^M 18;10j the 1om]

the great Middle Stoa terrace filling ae a whole
terminus of^thHxax"s»«taxix"'s3"¥ns"'to" ma to"be in "the 'sehohd decade "b'f"'tho"2nd"cahtur^

1S^

—- 'X^-y- rn-'-ll~

1 c:^ , ^
j^JZ

\ garxtoaxthtxxgtaAaxwBMddxfcBxaxtarx So I should date AS 264 ;pgohftbi-y third quarter of

"3rd cent'dry^BTOrr^^Hd^^rotr latsT-than:^secrond~d9'cs:d3~t3f-5na;-esntuTyr"

t^\ Q. —ft"

J fi—^
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Note on a Btamp of MTXTIAXOS found lately at Porto Raphti
for !4d». Varouoha

Tbe reading is as follows:

oaduoeuB left

AIITIl!AXOY
I V • —

deposit whioh has been dated about 220«180. On the date. Gmd for inferences
of this deposit.

to the publication^ BOO H. Rostovtaeff. Social and EopncBBio History of th9

Ilellenistio Hforld. p.l479. note 68. Presence of his n«n>a in this deposit

indicates for a potter that he was active some time between 220 and 180. In

the case of this potter. I think that though he started before about 180.

most of his work fell after that date.

Among irtiole Jars with stamps of ANTIMAXOZ with caducous, we know of two

dated (in different months) in the terv of the eponym AflUXS^. The fabricant

stamps on these are not identical, and neither of them is an ewaot duplicate

of the stamp from Porto Kaphti. but in all three cases the device is placed

qy^r the nuuss, with its top left, whioh is not its position in the stanps of
known to us

the sasw potter on amphoras dated in other eponyn tei ms* I think it likely

that the other handle of the Jar from which the Porto Baphti handle cams had

a stamp naming the eponym APIZTfiH.

About 20 handles in the Perganoa deposit (see above) name the eponyn

APXrr&ir. yddeh indioates his tern fell probably between 230 and 180. There

are no handles with his nMse asieiig the 1500 fron the oonstruoticn filling

of the Tliddle 8tea in the Ageva, the latest of the handles from which seem to

be a little earlier than the latest in the PeigasMas deposit. For thia and

other reaaona (as for instanaa baeauaa of tha seoondary atasq^ occasionally

found on handlas naming this eponym). Xthink his term fell about 130 B.C.

The handle from Porto Kaphti is therefore te be dated not far from 300 B.C.,

and I beliere about 180 B.C.

- • ^About 12 handles with stajnps of this fabricant wore j^buM in the Peingamdtt
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points of view of soui-ce and archaeological disturbance and that

u.^.. ?^^ife a risk, however well calculated, in building arbitrarily upon ito ^^^

Having delivered iiyself of this I will leave you all to your moutons
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July 9, 1959

Thank you for yours of the 25th. I count it a gain that we have all
set forth our views, in any case,

I do not feel at the present, with the evidence as stated, that I can
hypothesis of a long-extended period of construction for

the Mxddle Stoa. It is ray thought that the Stoa of A.ttalos and the Mddle
Stoa may be contemporaiy parts ofa single plan, and that the discrepancies
in date may perhaps be accounted for by the omission of some handles
dating later than I80 from the body of what you regaafd as the evidence,
I do not, inany case, find it possible to visualize circumstances which

c\

\H.<rn • r-j

Pendlng°oonsi™otldh'̂ ^:^J/- - i- XI3HIC1J.11 pcllU-XllK UUIyet pure and undefxled in a busy market place for 20 or more years.
f.\{

proof will be in the eating. Havinp made clearour differences, the depee of our agreement or discord in other groups /L^
° should be informative, when I am ready to disgorge we can I'perhaps compare our views on these earlier groups. For the present it is 1

from^the^mint ®BF is distinctly undependable 1
vo,r+p^^ ri? w°f archaeological disturbance and thatyou take a risk, however well calculated, in building arbitrarily upon it. ,

Having delivered myself of this I will leave you all to your moutons
on this subject and return to mine. moutons

,j
Yours,

C! Agora Deposit File
I U V L ,
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^ ^ i.th(9nB, Juae 20, 1900

Dear Roger,

I have been thinking iiieae days about the problems raised by your letter

dated "January 1969" on the Middle Stoa filling, which oams with covering note

of June S* Since Homer has written to you at length on its subject (his letter

of June IS, 1959) there is the less for me to say just now*

It occurs to loe that in speaking loosely, or just too briefly, I may sametiass

have given the impression that I think the SAH in tiiis filling indicate for the

actual erection of the colonnades, etc*, of the Middle Stoa a date of before 180 B.C.

Of course they can only give a terminus* For n^elf 1 should not be surprised if
160

you were quite right that the oonstruotion of the Stoa proper fell between 190 and 150.

At any rate, the area in general clearly did not present a tidy appearance before

levelling was o<xQ>lete in front of the Heliaia, or before the tenqporary light wall

west of the Stoa had done its job and could be removed. From the evidence of the

stamps listed by the excavators as MSBF, and the ssmll contrasting group from the

well mder the wall to the west, 'idiat seems to me to have happened is that the fill

for the foundations was brought from the dump a little before ISO, but •• no doubt

due to shortage of funds - the project was not completed for perhaps about 20 years*

fhe date arrived at for the handles is not dependent on their assooiation with

this building, but comes from a eombination of evidence outlined in my typescript of

1956* Hot to go into all those details here, perhaps looking at the Knidian will

show the difficulty one would have in bringing the date dean later than the second

deeadet the fact is that we know the eponyms of 188-167 B.C. (the dPOTPAECOI, of,

Fraser and Bean, The Rhodian Peraea and Islands. p*9Ij several of these date the

Kttidiaa in the well west of the Stoa)} and, distinot from these, we know another

group of eponym bsms that take us sn fron there to the middle of the century (dated

by the Stoa of Attales, Corinth, and other oontezts) and the people in thsse two

successive groups of dating officials do not date the stamfs In the Middle Stea, but
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th08« etampe are dated by a third distinot lot of eponyms for #ioja there is aot

possibly room between 180 and 150 B*C*

If you want to review the evidenoe in detail* and haven't a copy of my 1956

aumniary, I have one that ia expendable* and shall be glad to send it, and later

axamine with you points you may find questiaoable*

It may be worth remarking that with the amphorai, at least, the ohange in

shape in 50 years at this period, though it can be followed, is very slight. For

purposes of oamparison, I replace USBF fragments with irtiole jars similarly stamped.

It is all a very interesting puzzle, though time-oonstodng.

How nice that you have that lovely apartment that Eva had. I wonder if yen

vent to tim Shear wedding; I would like to hear about it. Many guests must have

been saddened by Harry Hill's death eoning so shortly before.

1 .• • .r

CO HAT, Agora Deposit file.

Yours,

v.
H—

.5



Dear Roger, ^ , (1^

I have been thinking these days aboub the problems raised by your letter yr<^

dated "January 1959", which came with covering note of June 3, 1959. Since
f)

Homer has written to you at length on its subject, there is the less for me to

say just now. 1 refer to his letter of June 15.

You are obviously right tliat at the time when the well west of the Middle

Stoa Was being filled, and apparently for a while thereafter, the area could not

have presented a tidy finished appearance. Evidently levelling was not complete

in front of the Heliaia, cf. Homer's letter. I for one should not be surprised
#

if you were right in assigning the actual erection of the Stoa proper (colonnades,

etc.) to "the decide 160-150." To date this construction, the filling below

naturally gives only a teanninus.
between the foundations.Though of course including much earlier material, the SAH found in this filling^

and in more of the same put in to make the terrace to the south, do still stand out

to me as stopping with remarkable consistency before the end of the second decade

of the second century. It is possible to be uncommonly precise in dating SAH,

especially Knidian, during the first half of the second century, because observable

changes in the pattern of stamping evidently reflect administrative changes which

took place in 188 and 167 B.C. (cf. Fraser and Bean, The Rhodian Peraea and Islands

p.93). Further relatively fixed points are provided by the overlapping Pergamon

deposit at one end, and the Stoa of Attalos and the destruction of Corinth at the

other; and fabricant-eponym connections fill out between. I get something also

from shape-development in the jars, since for purposes of comparison I can replace

the stamped fragments in the fill with similarly stamped whole jars from elsewhere*

but I must say that for the Rhodian at least, which had been in production with the

same general system of stamping for a hundred yeard or so, there is reimrkably little
development to be seen in thirty years at this period.
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I think you are over-pessimistic in your impression of serious conflict

between our datings of other groups of the first half of the second centuiy.

YIe seem to have bean in good enough agreement on the well west of the Stoa, at

any rate. As you say, lejr us take up the rest of them when you get to that

point.

^ Naturally I have read v/ith as much interest as yourself Homer's discussion

? of the Stoas and related buildings in his letter to you of June 15, For me the

troublesome factor is the very consistency of the SAH, since even from the filling

at the west end I cannot identify the later stamp types dated by Corinth and the
idehtified by the excavators as MSBF

Stoa of Attalos. Among the 1000-plus handles^^from 1953 finds in Kand M2, there

seem to be only 2 which I think may be datable in the second quarter of the second

century, and those come from a part of the fill "possibly disturbed by drain B"

(SS 12295 and SS 12422), As far as I can see, either the difference in time between
foundation

the main part of the ks)±5til±xg and its west end was too little to be noticeable in

the finds, or somehow the fill remained uncontaminated, or nearly so, through the

later operations.

The light wall preserved v/est of the Stoa looks to mejas to you^ like a

retaining wall, and I'd like to think that along this stretch it did retain a

temporary terrace on T;hioh to set up the scaffolding for the west end columns and

their entablature. This end of the building is restored as coming right to the edge

of its platfom, as probably you remember (though I did not); and the west found

ation under it is finished nicely outside as a retaining wall, which was of considerabl
height, Atemporary terrace against this wall would surely save the cost of a lot

of timber. In that case, our well to the west, over which the light wall passed

dates the erection of at least the western colonnades, etc. To put it after 160 b c
would suit a possible connection with Phamaces (cf, my typescript of 195€), since

the public appeal made to him by the Athenians, to fill out payments according to

his promises, is now dated 160/l59 B.C. (Durrbach, Choia d'Inscriptions de Delng

1921, no.73; of, Hesperia IV, p,9l). i should still like to associate the
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beginning of the job, including the moving in of all that fill from the dump

you mention, with his original benefaotory gesture, which was assigned by

Durrbach on historical grounds to about 183 B.C.

Evelyn tells me you have excellent quarters, Eva's nice apartment in a

now practically empty house, and an airconditioner available at the Institute,

Think of us withering away, and invaded by an unusually large Summer School,

as well as by an unusually large Directorial family.

Lt •-V'-• if'W'v

•'• ••> V'-, , . •

"'• 'V,.- ^ \T.

... - 'i . •v,. .
w-

•*. »y'f
. J:.,'

•, ^
T

• ' '.V V.

Yours,

V

•I J •' A-• ,1-., . .yV • 't ,

' '« •' •'> jip'V is- 1i fci*' ' . • ' ^ •-..-'.''•4/ ' •• '* A ,*• Jt

v-rfv.i
•.•/ l.» - j. . ., '•' .*• U-t'ilftV •,» • •• ••
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Dear Roger,

f VV* T , V

C2H-0S3

Lt-yh^t
0 /f/P7

^QjLcjx.^^.J'̂ ^fU^ —-A^ ^Vv

I have been thinking these days about the problems raised by your letter dated

"January 1959", which came with covering -l^sMbifeeiP of" June 3, Since Homer has written at

length,»BX±iiBxaxBSOT±±nHX]S3C±]iaiUBa! there is the loss for me to say just now.

-You are obviously right that at the-time-when- the well west-of the Middle Stoa
was

jfiiisiibc being filled, and apparently for a while thereafter, the area could not have

Evidently levelling was not complete in froat of the.Heliaia,
p̂resented a tidy fini^ad appearance for one_should not be Burprised_if_^you^-were

..actuals e re ction

right in assigning they^^«»R*t*MS*i»x of the Stoa proper (colonnades, etc.) to "the decad?

160-150." To date this construction, the filling belov/naturally gives only a tarmin
us .

The SAH found in this filling, and in more of the same put in to make up the teA,j^ ^
(though of course as you say including much earlier material)

filling to the south of the Stoa,^do still stand out to me as stopping with remarkablg

"oottsistency before the end of the second decade difl the 2nd century, it is possible-tg-

uncommonly presise in dating SAH, especially Rnidian, during the first half of tie

2nd century because of administrative changes which evidently took place in 188 and I67

B.C. (cf. Fraser and Bean, The Rhodian Peraea and Islands, p.93). Further relativel
. _ y

fixed points are provided by the overlapping Pergamon deposit at one end, and the

Stoa of Attalos and Corinth at the other; and fabrioant-eponym connections fill
out

betwaan, I get something also from shape-development in the jars, since ixsan for

purposes of comparisbn I can replace the stamped fragments in the fill with slinilarl
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stamped whole jars from elsa^vherej but I must say that for the Rhodian at least.

which had beaa in production with the same general system of staijiping for a hundred

years or so, there is jolly little development to be seen in 30 years^ at, this period.

I think you are over-pessimistic in your impression that my estinate of the date

of conflict with your vi^ws on the da-tes of other

-depositB of the first Imlf of the 2nd century. 'We seem to" have been in"good ^ougT

agraement on the well west of the Stoa, at any rate. As you say, let us take up the

-rest of them when you get to that points^

Naturally I have read with as much interest as yourself Homer's discussion of
the

,^.toas„aM re.lated buildings in his. letter to you of June, 15. have-a suggest ion hy

which I hope to fit in ny findingd with the otlier data on which his outline is basedT^^

- trouble some factor with me is the very consistency of the SAH, since even at

this west end I cannot identify the later stamp typos dated by Corinth and the
Stoa of

Attalos. Among the 1000-plus handles from 1953 finds in Kand M2, there seem to be

only two i^ioh i "ttiink may be datable in the second quaid^er of the 2nd centiiT.
i.ou-cury^ and tii

these come from a part of the fill "possibly disturbed by Drain B" ISS 12295 and SS

12422),

As far as I can judge, the excavation evidence would permit
a guess that the Uet

tie-wall foundation (between Piers 1 and A), mentioned by Homer as of later
oonstruoti on

•i
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than the rest, ms actually put in when the fill was already in place, by shovelling

away in the looser upper part, and by cutting throi^h the i)ottorn. In this way there

might be no noticeable contamination in the shovelled-back fill. One would have to

imagine that the old buildinga to the west had been acquired a little earlier, and

that the difference an time indicated by the change in construction of the outer found

ations toward the west was not enough to show^ in the finds in the fill. Further,

that when these foundations were built, it was not intended tliat the filling they ansi

i
A

enclpsad should be covered right to its west end by the Stoa, but there wpuld be

terrace space there, as there v/as eventually to the north.

The light wall preserved west of the Stoa does (as you temark) look like a

a

along this stretch
"retaining wall, and I'd like to think that atxiiixxyBiH* it did retain a temp'brary

terrace on which to set up the scaffolding of the west columns, which otherwise

-would have to be awfully high.

I'm asking Homer what he thinks about this.
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Dr» G» Roger Edwards
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
U. S. A.

Dear Roger:

June 15, 1959

I am, naturally, very much interested in your memorandum
on the date of construction of the Middle Stoa since it has to do
with a matter of major importance not only for the history of ceramics
but also for the history of the development of the Agora,

Having heard the cases for both the early and the late
date argued with deep conviction by well informed scholars I have come
to feel that there must be some reasonable explanation for such a
considerable diversity of opinion, and I shall attempt to suggest a
way out.

1 agreed, T assume that of the two buildings
f Middle Stoa is the earlier, or at least was begun earlier, Cuiteapart from the ceramic evidence, this is indicated by topographical

<3iffers strikingly in orientation from
site, viz, the Square Peristyle; nor does

tt4 » +.1, r> least to the lines of the nearest major thoroughfares,
> j* ® east to west road across the north

would seem clearly to have taken its orientation
Bnrf rinftT. 1 which it is precisely aligned in both plan

orientation of the Middle Stoa had been fixed
ihB f earlier than either Stoa, viz, the "Heliala"

n? i-h« Fotf n division suggested by the original courseof the East Branch of the Great Drain,

, , ,. we have to decide then is by how much the one stoapreceded the other, I am inclined to believe that the Stoa of A, was
"^3 laid out, Thls is shown by the

Building beneath the Stoa of A. The Brick
fP J''®? '̂̂ ® associated pottery, must be closely con-

fRiJfln oiJa J ®^®8lnning of the M.S., and yet it appears to have
Rnf ?ha M.S., hence it should be a trifle later,

ir was never properly finished (witness the^ts threshold blocks! though it was certain:carniano fhrLr. threshold blocks! though it was certainly
" wMla T ®^ could be used and was in fact used forwnixe, i inier, tha-cAertv./. j. j.4.^ u..,ij

A''wai^madJ Ifter' th*^®' ^^®^ '̂̂ ® 'decision to build the Stoa oft Z mSu B^Udlng."°'"= =o«pletlon of «ork
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In its original conception the Stoa of A» appears to
have been a good deal more modest than it eventually became. Only
the central section, a length of ll|. shops, appears to have been
intended in the original project. In its double colonnade backed
by shops this unit looks in plan much like South Stoa I; it may
well have been conceived as a replacement for that building at a
time when South Stoa TI was in the planning stage; the second storey
in the new building would, of course, have afforded a prudent amount
of additional accommodation. In its original conception the Stoa
of A, may well have been purely Athenian; the aid of Pergamon may
have been invoked, or accepted, only in connection with the much
larger and more splendid final design. In this connection it may be
noted inter alia that the Donor's Monument, though it doesn't fall
precisely on the axis of the Stoa even in its final form, is much
closer to the axis in that phase than in the earlier phase.

The above considerations suggest to me that the Stoa of
A, was begun quite some time after the M.S, How is it then that in
the M,S, Building Fill there should be elements as late as or even
a little later than anything from the Stoa of A,?

I gather that you regard the material from the well to
the west of the M.S, and chat from the settling basin at the foot of
the west end of the stepped retaining wall (of the Heliaia) as the

evidence that may safely be used for dating the M.S, The
appreciable difference in date between these two lots of material and
the generality of the M.S.B.P. is probably due in large part to the
fact that the west end of the MS was the last part of the building to
be erected, and the time interval may have been quite considerable.
The evidence is given by a striking difference of material in the
foundations of the Stoa in the westernmost two major bays; the
conglomerate in this part comes from a different quarry. T'urthermore
the foundation for the screen wall in these bays is put together in
quite a different way. By stopping their building temporarily at
this point the Stoa builders left undisturbed not only the old
buildings to the west but also the nobth to south thoroughfare that
ran past the east front of those old buildings.

Eventually the old buildings to the west were acquired
and demolished, and the course of the north to south road was shifted
to the west. It was at this stage that the light north to south wall
was erected some 10 feet to the west of the final west end of the M.S.
7lll.fi Ud in UfiQ ^ . A.* 4" A Y.t M ,1^. ^

Br-actea some lu reet to the west of the final west end of the M.S
The wall was designed to give a firm eastern limit to the new roadway
and to keep people out of the area of construction. At the same time
a low flight of steps was built in the new roadway at a point to the
southwest of the southwest corner of the M,S. so as to keep the road
In the stretch adjacent to the west end of the M.S, as nearly level
as possible.

^ both the stairway and the wall bordering the east side
of the new road occur limestone blocks taken from the long pedestal
that had been erected in the 5th century against the mid part of the
old stepped retaining wall of the Heliaia. This implies that only at
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thia stage was the level between the Heliaia and the Stoa appreciably
raised and the north front of the Heliaia modified.

It becomes clear therefore that the filling of the well
to the west of the M.S. as also of the settling basin at the northwest
corner of the Heliaia may be referred to a late phase in the con
struction of the M.S.

Thus far we have been dealing only with relative chrono
logy* and I'm afraid that I can't help much with the absolute. It
is commonly said that Attalos II is likely to have done most of his
building early in his reign, but the evidence for this view is of a
rather general nature. It is well to keep in mind that a comparison
between the Stoa of Eumenes and of Attalos reveals enough significant
differences, e.g. in the kind of marble, in the scheme of masonry in
the walls, in the design of the cornice, to suggest an interval of
some length between the construction of the two buildings.

I doubt whether architectural style is likely to prove
a very effective criterion for the more precise dating of the buildings
in absolute terms or even in a relative way since it is difficult to
compare a poros building with one of marble and since the two structures
are clearly the work of two quite different schools.

The upshot of all this is that I would expect an appreciable
difference in date between the main mass of M.S.B.P. and the Stoa of
A, fill, and I'm not at all surprised by the late date of the material
from the west end of the M.S. I very much hope that you and Virginia
can arrive at some mutually acceptable conclusion about the more
precise absolute datins.jolute dating.

Yours ever.

Homer A. Thompson

cc: V. Grace

HAT/ak
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Anent p.5 of the ms, of your letter:

•' •
„ Would you expect to find the idiole fill west of Pier 2, end south to the

, X' V ' Heliaia, as of later date than "the generality of the MSBP"?

I am not very clear how large a proportion of the total finds from the

filling would thus be involved. Actually, of the lOOO-plus handles dug in

1953, and attributed by the excavators to the MSBP, only two struck me as

datable between about 185 and 146 B.C.; these were SS 12295 and SS 12422, both

from K, at ST/aT, "Hellenistic fill, possibly disturbed by Drain B."

The fill of the well just west of the Stoa, I do of course think is con

sistently later than the MSBP, etnd do not see why water sources would not have

been kept accessible, even after the foundations and their filling were in place,

for the uses of the worlonen erecting the columns, etc, I suppose the filling

can only give a terminus for the upper construction.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES • • 'f .» .«»
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June 3, 1959 ."i' ^

Miss Virginia Grace
The American School of Classical Studies
Athens, Greece

Dear Virginia:

I enclose herewith a full account of my views on the evidence of
the excavations for the date of construction of the Middle Stoa which
I prepared in letter form last January. It seems now, after a decent
interval of hibernation, as valid as it did then. It is put forth in
the interests of ascertaining the truth and I trust you will regard
it in this light.

Tours.
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Januaiy, 19^9

Miss Virginia Grace
The American School of Classical Studies
Athens, Greece

Dear Virginia:

As you know I have not been willing for some time to enter into dis*
cussions of the dating of Hellenistic deposits* It has not seemed to me
desirable to do so until I have completed the typological layout of the
pottery. It is my hope to do a complete review of all worthy groups
after this is done* They will then be available to any interested
parties*

It is my belief, however, that the dating of the construction of the
Middle Stoa will be basic in any discussion of the dating of groups of
the period before the middle of the 2nd centuiy. As an interim effort,
therefore, in the general interest, I invite you to give serious attention

enclosed wMch has bearing on its date. It is still my opinion
that the decade I6O-I50 witnessed its erection, its con^detion falling
in the latter part of this decade. The principal enclosure here has to
do with the Well ^ the Road West of the Middle Stoa, which, from the
archaeological point of view, was put out of use by the construction of
the Stoa. The analysis of the filling of the well with your dating of
SAH from it suggest to me that, given a slight allowance for use, the
decade I6O-I50 for the abandonment of the well and the construction of
the Stoa is supported by the evidence of the SAH.

, . I invite you also to consider the character of the building fillingwhich has caused us so much difficulty in the past. I think others
would bear me but in the belief that the nature of a filling hq,c!
considerable pertinence to the dependability of the dating provided by
the materi^ in it. That is to say, if the filling within the founda-
tions of toe Stoa ted accumlated layer by layer from inhabitation on the
spot the latest object in it should most certainly be regarded as
serious e^dence for the date of the structure. In this case, however,
I do not think anyone would question the statement that the Middle Stoa

^ transported to the site of the building from
! !! source elsewhere. It is a filling full of pottery especially ofmore durable varieties (cf. KExcavation Report, I953, p. 3) and was
particularly well suited to the purpose it served, i.e. to form a firm
basis for the floor and terraces of the Stoa. The filling includes a
good amount of material derived from the manufacture of pottery and
related objects. And the datable pottery from it is consistently of long
r^ge, covering, with a consistent representation throughout, over 15o
years, in my view, from toe last quarter of the Uto centur^.' SSinS of
^ch a character and of as considerable range are known eSewhere to the
Agora area. It is probable that the filling of the Third period of the
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Assemb]y Place on the Pnyx is such a one, of the third quarter of the Uth
century. It seems to me reasonable to assume that there was a dump
located in an area direct]y accessible from the Potters' Quarter from at
least the Uth century B.C., possibly earlier, where rejects from the
potters' workshops and other discards from the life of the city accumulated,
something in the nature of the Monte Testaccio outside Rome. It seems
likely that contractors and probably private individuals alike were in the
habit of drawing on this when material was needed for construction or
fillii^S in circumstances where stability of support was inportant. Such
a source would account for the numerous fills encountered in the Agora
which are of such consistent long range, so heavily replete with potteiy
which does not mend up, and so ideally suited for construction of all
kinds where a dependably solid support was wanted. It seems to me that
the Middle Stoa Filling is of such a character and had such a source. I
think you will agree that under such circumstances we cannot place as
strong dependance on the dating provided by the objects in this filling.

The filling was, of course, badly disturbed. We both have made the
effort to isolate the original core of evidence, with differing results.
The veiy unhappy excavational picture, with many disturbances which the
excavators found impossible to detect, can, I think, at best only be
approached from the point of view which HAT suggested to me in 19^0 when
I attempted to deal with the potteiy from it. That is to say, to
recollect that the building was in active use from the time of its
construction until the time of the Herulians, and that it seems likely,
considering the character of the building, that little of the material

between the time of construction and that of destruction
would have been allowed to accumulate in the area or would have been
introduced into the original construction fill. Hence that it would be
probable that the disturbed building filling from within the foundations

contain primarily pre-construction or post-destruc-
iu m bhe one of which should be easily separable frome o ber. The implication is that any Hellenistic material found within

the a^a of the Stoa foundations or its terraces, whether in disturbed
contexts or not, is liable to have been a part of the Middle Stoa Building
111, introduced at the time of its construction. This reasoning may heln

you to reconcile the dating for the construction of the Stoa which you

orthe^toa provided by the Well in the Road West

^ establish the original construction fill of theStoa, at HAT'S request, in 1950 I now feel that I did not follow out his
SofStV.' ^ materlarL
cons-iSS?^ contexts which should properly have been included forconsideration. It seems to me now that the only really honest r,r

th^purest of ^diSur?^^^^ fills^SvS frS%JSVsoiSe°^Particularly if there is good on-the-spot inhabitational evidence available.
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It seems to me that the best and most reliable evidence for the date
of the construction of the Stoa is that provided by the material from the
Well in the Road West of the Middle Stoa (H 13:1) already discussed, and
the Settling Basin (Pithos) in front of the west end of the Stepped
Retaining Wall ( ), which was covered at the time of filling in
the terrace behind, to the south of the Stoa. These were in use up to the
time of the construction of the Stoa and contain the material most nearly
contemporary with the time of construction. It seems possible that
further scratching within the confines of the Stoa or in its immediate
vicinity might well supplement this slender evidence from other deposits
existing in the area at the time of the construction of the Stoa,

I am moved to go into this particular matter at this particular
juncture and at such length since I have noted in your comments on other
deposits that you have placed great reliance on the MSBF in relating them
to it. The consequences of this are thus far reaching and in my view are
harmful to you as well as to the rest of us in what we are trying to do.
I should most like to have a cordial meeting of minds when the time
comes to discuss the dating of groups. The date of the construction of
the Middle Stoa will, however, it now seems, be heavily influential on
your dating of groups of the period prior to the middle of the second
century. The difference now existing between our dates for this group
with the numerous dependant groups which you have attached to it is thus
extremely crucial. It seems important to all of us, for this reason,
for me to put forward these comments at this time, and to try to
en^jhasize the need for a realistic down-to-earth archaeological approach
to the dating of deposits and in the evaluation of evidence.

cc: Virginia Grace
Homer A. Thompson
Agora File

G. Roger Edwards

,.r . ,<-• A- »
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Depth: U«80 Well in Road W^st of Middle Stoa

Lower Fill (water level and below)

P 19519 Unstamped Knidian amphora (VG: beginning of 2nd century)

Upper Fill (top to 2.85j Boxes 1-3)

Box 3
P 19518 Meg. bowl: leaves and tendrils
SS 10U52 Knidian

Boxes 2-3
P 19517 Large unglazed pitcher
P 19518 2 handled BG bowl

Box 2

SS 10lt5l Knidian

Boxes 1-2

P 19515 BG plate

Box 1

P 195lii- Saucer, grooved rim
P 19513 BG bowl, outturaed rim
SS IOI4.50 Knidian
SS lOUil Knidian ,
SS 10l4lt2 Knidian (VG: rC AEYTfO/) t double axe

l(t>.0S

'•l>l/\inwof^)0

#"A11 the eponyms in the well here listed appear with this title (i.e.
't-i APKC so probably the group dates 188-16? B.C. None
of the eponyms appear in the MSBF; the name 4^ AmjCcdoes appear,
but it is plainly a different E" /A/TTTTO ,S, having quite different
connectxons from the one named ^7'/yho uses the double
axe, a fabricant most of whose activity fell near the middle of the
centuiy, according to the othereponyms he names." ~~ *
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"SAH from K Well at I8-I5/MH in
ROAD WEST OF MIDDLE STOA

KNIDIAN

ss loijia-a
10U50-2

p 19519

EPfabricant device eponym

QiPAr^O~H caduceus RAPt'̂ TG/AtPL 795

AAc>lf> £. caduceus Gi68U

APC^^ICG^ 211
fP.pTTfNK. IAA-G.

APf'PToroPAG^ MAfAyAPfA/tP^ 192

kAE^'^AI-C^ double axe A IttTfS P 909

UNSTiiMPED

SS

IOU52

loUa.

ioii,5o

101+51

10l»i+2

p 19519

6.VIII.56

Shape
etc.

retr.

jar

(There were no non-Knidian SAH.)

Listed by ORE in list of 16.11,51 as "2nd c., first half."

The stamps belong to the period of the Combined List of predestruction
Corinth and Stoa of Attalos construction. The eponym pk
who does not appear in that list is supplied by SS 1322.0 from a pre-
Stoa of Attalos group, the name having there the title P\6p•
All the eponyms in the well here listed appear with this title, so^
probably the group dates 188—167 B.C. None of the eponyms appear in

name |7/i//77i?::> does appear, but it is plainly a different
-F|A| r/n"i.i.having quite different connections from the one named
l37AVi£y/70/U £_,who uses the double-axe, a fabricant most of whose
activity fell near the middle of the century, according to the other
eponyms he names.

The unstamped Knidian jar P 19519 according to its proportions is a
little earlier than the staitjjed fragments, should probably date at the
beginning of the century. I.e. it is closer to SS 75U2, period of

(new jar fromlTTi cistern at 6/lH),MSBF, than ,to SS , ,
period of q- Pc fpk P^S}."

• f

• •' ' ~ j .

>,
5^

^ *
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Well in Road West of Middle Stoa

Zb.O'h

Section K, Excavation report, 19lt8

p. K - 5.

"Well ifa Street West of Middle Stoa (18-19Ah)

A tiled well just west of the Middle Stoa was apparently filled

up at the time the Stoa was built, for it could hardly have existed

in the middle of the street which passed here after that time. It

was only I1..8O m. deep, and contained no well deposit. Owing to its

shallowness, it was probably kept clean. It produced only five boxes

of pottery, which seems to belong to the advanced second century B»C»

and may be a valuable check on the date of the Stoa. The southerrmiost

block of the N-S peribolos (?) wall west of the Middle Stoa partly

covered the mouth of the well.

Peribolos (?) Wall West of Middle Stoa

West of the Middle Stoa and at the level of the original street

a long thin line of wall appeared. It is almost, but not quite

parallel to the west end of the Stoa, being slightly nearer towards

the north, farther away towards the south. The last preserved block

of this wall at the south overlay the mouth of the well at 18-19 MH.

Towards the north the wall can be traced almost to the northwest

comer of the retaining wall in front of the Stoa (but the northern

most three or four meters are at a slightly different angle). The

wall is built of re-used blocks of various kinds laid as a single row

of stretchers. The tops of many of these blocks are polished l?y the

traffic of the street.

This wall from its position must be earlier than the Stoa. It

will not be much earlier, however, if it is all contemporary with the
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Well in Road West of Middle Stoa

southernmost block which overlay the mouth of the well at 18-19 MH.

Is it possible that we have here part of a temporary building or

enclosure used by the builders of the Stoa during the period of

construction?"

Note!

The Well in Road West of Middle Stoa and the Peribolos(?)

Wall West of Middle Stoa are still visible (Dec., 19^8), much as

they appear in the photograph K p. 1779•
u>5

2. The so-called Peribolos Wall is now (Dec., 1958) regarded as a

possible or probable lower course of a sort of ten^orary retaining

wall for constructional work on the Middle Stoa, raised course by

course as the courses of the Stoa were put in place.
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18-19; MH
p. 1867

#see phot.
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Well in Road West of Middle Stoa

K p. 1772. IV.20.ii8 Road West of Middle Stoa

We resume work on the mass of fill left at the end of last season west
of the drain at the west end of the Middle Stoa, digging Level IV.
The fill is loose, gravelly and stony: not hard packed. It seems
not to be road metal but fill thrown or washed in at one time.

Quantities of pottery, early Roman (Arretine, etc.).

IV.22.U8. The same fill continues down without strosis or obvious
change. Late Hellenistic sherds seem to predominate, but there is
also an occasional early Roman.

At 18-19: MH we suddenly fall upon the mouth of a tiled well. The
upper part (half the top set of tiles) is empty, the well fill
having settled after the gravel had been thrown in and hardened over
the mouth. The topmost tiles are roughly at the level of the
euthynteria of the Middle Stoa. #Our cut, when we fall into the well
is at about half the height of the orthostates.

A row of blocks running N-6 parallel with the west end of the stoa
appears. The southernmost of these blocks luns partly across the
mouth of the well.

IV.23.U8. At and slightly below the level of the N-S row of blocks
a film strosis appears, its projecting stones polished by traffic.
We stop at this point. East of N end of row of blocks, between them
and TO drain, a soft pocket contains III c AD pottery, which will
account for the occasional LR sherd from the early Roman fill above.
We failed to pick up this pocket in the loose stony gravelly fill
above.

IV.2U.U8. Cleaning further north we expose more of the N-S row of
blocks "parallel" to the west end of the Middle Stoa. It is not
exactly parallel but is a little nearer the Stoa at the north than
at the south. It is now evident that some stones exposed in
Section Z years ago belong to the same wall, which is thus seen to
run to a point a little beyond the NW comer of the Stoa proper. It
is apparently a peribolos wall.

Road West of Middle Stoa: Catalogued objects

K 1U37-1U5U IV.21.U8
K 1U55-1U7U (158U-5) IV.22
K 1U75-1U93 IV.23 (A.M.)
K IU9U-I505 IV.23 (P.M.)
K 1506-1511 IV.23 (lowest)
K 1513-1520 (1556) IV.23 (at north)
K 1607-9 (IL 1175, 1176, 1177)

ZG.O^
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Well in Road West of Middle Stoa

p. 1867. Well in Road West of Middle Stoa (at l8-19:MH)

We start to dig this well whose mouth had appeared last week
(p. 1772) • Photograph and remove the block of the N-S wall which
partly covered mouth of well. At level of second set of tiles a
rough, veiy worn slab. Sherds Hellenistic. Two amphora handles
near top (K 1525-6; SS 10Ul)l-10mi2) . Lower down another rough
slab. Many shapeless lumps of iron. K l5ij.5-7 (SAHi SS
10U50, SS lOkSl, SS 101+52). Depth 2.85.

I7.27.1+8. In the morning a box and a half of pottery, mostly coarse,
then sand with a few sherds. We strike water in the morning. Bottom
in the afternoon at U.8O.

May 191+8.

The potteiy from this well has now been through the mending room.
A few representative pieces have been catalogued (K 1577-83)» one
tray (four compartments) has been kept in pottery storage, the
rest discaided.

Catalogued objects:

K 1525-6
15U5-7
1577-83
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P 23095 Megbowl, earliest
type long petals

P 23096 Lid of cooking pot
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Settling Basin (Pithos) in front
of the West End of the Stepped
Retaining Wall

NB p. 2121

Container: B 155

Phot.: HB p. 2126

Zb- II

K, Excavation Report, 1953? PP« 3-U

• • •

In undisturbed parts of the fill I saw no potteiy that need be later

than about the middle of the second centuiy B.C. The Megarian bowls

were in general of the normal figured variety and there were none cf

the long petalled variety which is common in later second century

save one and this not typical and undoubtedly early of its kind

(K 2705, P 23095)* This was found in the settling basin in front of

the west end of the Stepped Retaining Wall, not in the general

filling, and, though covered to a considerable depth by the general

filling, it may be later than most of the things in the general

filling, for the settling basin seems to have been in use right down

to the time of the fillingj the bowl K 2705, P 23095 niay therefore

be a strictly contemporary piece that got into the settling basin

in the last days of its operation shortly before the general filling

started."
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AGORA EXCAVATIONS

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CLASSICAL STUDIES

ATHENS. GREECE

Miss Virginia Grace
Agora Excavations
Athens.

July 13, 1956

27

^0

Dear Virginia:

I am, naturally, very much interested by your persistent
feeling that the Middle Stoa is appreciably earlier than the Stoa of Attalos
and that the difference may be as much as 30 years. *

Your evidence is certainly very impressive both in its volume
and its consistency, if you can manage the re-dating of the Pontic handles

^ and of the few troublesome coins, particularly the so-called Delian. I have
fi,L 4^ittle doubt that the Megarian bowl which bothers Roger can be regarded as

^intrusive. I should like, however, to know how Roger now feels about the
• overall comparison of the pottery from the Attalos and the Middle Stoas.

In support of your hypothesis of a considerable interval
between the two stoas, you might stress the fact that the so-called Brick-
Building discovered by A.W.P. beneath the Stoa of Attalos - a row of five
double shops running E-V/, - would seem from the ceramic evidence to be
exactly contemporary with the Middle Stoa. At thfis time when this buildine
was laid down, the Stoa of Attalos, at any rate in the form in which we know
it, could scarcely have been conceived. ^e little building was ra»ed bv
Attalos' workmen before it had been completely finished but after it had hkor.
in use for a little while. ^ J j-c naa been

4. , ^ ^ early dating of the MSBP stick, Pharnace^I must indeed be regarded as a serious candidate for its authorship. in
past I had looked longingly at Durrbach No. 73, but had been put off bv two
considerations •' ^ "

liie benefaction in question would appear to have been a regular
annual contribution more appropriate to the maintenance of an
institution or a festival than to a building program.
Why should the honorary statues and decree have been set up on
Delos if the benefaction had been so definitely localized in Athens?

1.

2.

I do continue to believe that the Middle Stoa was a roval
foundation and I shall rejoice greatly if its authorship can be establisha^
with certainty. auauxxanea

Yours ever.

HAT/ak

)CH

11' "i H

Homer A. Thompson

' V"
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